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ABSTRACT

The tensor analyzing power for pd backward elastic scattering is calculated

in the energy range 150 i Tp < 800 MeV. Two main contributions are considered:

the one nucleon exchange and the so called triangle graph, including pp - • jtd

as a subprocess. The pd backward elastic cross section and tensor analyzing

power are fairly well reproduced by the model.
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1) INTRODUCTION

Backward pd elastic scattering has been the subject of

extensive work, experimental and theoretical, for nearly fifteen

years. The excitation function at 180 is now fairly well known

up to kinetic energies of the incident proton T = 2.7 GeV. It

exhibits a monotonous decrease with increasing energy, broken by

two structures: the first is centered around T =0.5 GeV, and

the second, not yet completely explored, that begins at T = 2.3

GeV [1 - 51.

The machanisms involved in the interpretation of the first

structures can be roughly classified into three categories:

i) a one pion exchange, with virtual A(1232) production in the

intermediate state [6 - 91;

ii) Glauber type model, which has a shoulder of the deuteron form

factor [10]j

iii) a three nucleon resonance in the s-channel [11].

All these models reproduce the gross features of the

backward cross section. A method to discriminate among them is

to look at the tensor analyzing power, whose energy dependence,

as pointed out by Vasan [12j, should be sensitive to the



microscopic structure of the model.

The T2Q measurements at backward angles and for energies

0.15 < T < 1.2 GeV, recently published [13], show that the

analyzing tensor attains large negative values, and its energy

trend is richly structured. These measurements are in marked

disagreement with earlier ones [141, where T_n is compatible with

zero in the same energy range. The authors claim that no

theoretical predictions adequately describe the -result.

In this paper we propose an interpretation of the backward

tensor analyzing power and the cross section in terms of a model

belonging to the category i).

we shall assume that the elastic proton-deuteron backward

scattering amplitude is made up of two contributions: (1) the

one nucleon exchange mechanism (ONE), fig. 1; (2) the triangle

diagram including pp^»7td as a subprocess, fig. 2. ONE is the

most elementary process for the backward scattering. At high

energies, however, the momentum transfer in the u-channel is far

from the one nucleon pole; accordingly we should take into

account other contributions which are represented by the diagram

in fig. 3. in the rest frame of the initial deuteron, the

exchanged nucleon is "slow" and the following picture emerges:

the incident proton hits one of the nucleon inside the target

deuteron; they form a deuteron moving forward with the emission

of e pion which is absorbed by the other nucleon inside the

target deuteron.

This triangle mechanism was proposed, as far as we know, by

Craigie and Wilkin [61. Later Kolybasov and Smorodinskaya [7)

pointed out that an approximation employed in the paper by

Craigie and Wilkin is too rough, and leads to a wrong result.

Unfortunately, their calculation includes several mistakes and

they introduced a certain factor for the ONE diagram to get the

best agreement with experiment.

Starting with these pioneer papers, we will formulate the

calculation of amplitudes corresponding to figs. 1 and 2, and

analyze the experimental data of the cross section and the tensor

analyzing power.

2) SCATTERING AMPLITUDES

As discussed in sect. 1, we include the triangle diagram as

well as ONE. Spin amplitudes are, therefore, written as:

In I = + ItnJ, ,
( 1 )

where the M's are ONE amplitudes and T's are triangle mechanism

contributions. Spin states of the incident proton, the outgoing

proton, the initial deuteron and the final deuteron are denoted

by ml, m2, 11 and 12. We quantize all spins along the direction

of the initial prr.ton momentum. These amplitudes are normalized

as

dflCM

( 2 )

Spin
i.e., they are invariant amplitudes. Here m is the proton mass.

The thirty-six spin amplitudes are not independent. For the

backward scattering (0=7f) which we will investigate in this

paper, they are related to each other by parity consevation as
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Furthermore time reversal invariance requires

c = c1 (4)

2.1) ONE NOCLEON EXCHANGE

We follow the procedure by Vasan (12) and Anjos et al. [9]

to construct ONE amplitudes, but in order to clarify their

contribution to the reaction we will give here the full

expression. We use the notation of Bjorken and Drell [15J.

Feynman amplitude corresponding to fig. 1 is

M = tie, i E ^
J T -j?-TTitie J?

(5)

where £,(£2' i s t h e initial (final) polarization vector of the

deuteron vertex function. The four-momenta of the incident

proton, the outgoing proton, the initial deuteron, final deutsron

and exchanged nucleon are pi, p2, di, d2 and q, respectively.

Replacing the vertex parts by the nonrelativistic deuteron

wave function in tfe CM system, we get

(*) [ ̂ f W fV\in = -t *-m) * [ ̂ fa*W

(6)

1 ^where the C^1^are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the tLH are

spherical harmonic functions, Q (=(q-p1)/2) and Q" [=(q-p2)/2]

are the relative momenta of nucleons inside the initial and final

deuteron, and Q and fl are their angles. Of is the spin of

internal nucleon. The deuteron wave functions in momentum space.

(7)

It is well known that existence of the D wave is essential

to the tensor analyzing power in the ONE model,

V,M?, (8)

2.2) TRIANGLE DIAGRAM

The Feynman amplitude corresponding to fig. 2 is

(9)

where p, n, and k are the four-momenta of the internal proton,

neutron and pion, and U is the pion mass. The pion-nucleon

vertex function is denoted by G. The amplitude for the process
pp -^ 7j+d is related to A as:

P 6 — wi cfi) . ,, cm),. n o )

£m,<y (f>f>->7TC0 = V tp) Ga " A U (f>) .
There is another diagram which is obtained by interchanging



the internal proton and neutron and replacing 7t by/t° in fig. 2.

This amplitude is related to that of fig. 2 by isospin and is one

half of eq. (9). Therefore the total amplitude is three half of

eq. (9).

Following Kolybasov and Smorodinskaya (71, we evaluate eq.

(9) in the rest system of the target deuteron and use the

nonrelativistic propagator (see appendix B)

(11)

and take the pole term in the integration over the kinetic energy

V
With the help of the formulae in appendix C, D, and E we

obtain

where

1 4 *

and ^ are Pauli spinors. We take f and G out of the integral.

To a first approximation we evaluate the energy of f(pp-?7ld) in

the system where the target proton is at rest. The 7TNN vertex

must be evaluated at the pole of the 7C propagator in the

integrand. With a trick by Kolybasov and Smorodinskaya [7] (see

appendix F), the triangle amplitude may be written as

(13)

where

( 1 4 )

U=0)

(1 = 2) -

The angular integration in eq. (14) can be performed

explicitly with the help of the formulae in appendix G. After a

lengthy calculation we finally obtain the following expression

for the triangle diagram amplitudes for the backward pd

scattering:

Here (p is the deuteron wave function in r space.

a = -CyD2

b = ~CVD

d = 0

c = CvD^

c ' =-CyD0
( 1 5 )

where

Do + BoT// l , D, B,a)



The amplitudes (15) do not satisfy the constraint from T

invariance, i.e. eq. (4). This is because there is no time

invariancc relation in the subprocess pp->?td. We escape this

difficulty in the following way. We can repeat the above

calculation of the triangle deagram in the same way but in the

rest frame of the final deuteron. In this case we get the same

expression as eq. (15), but c and c1 are interchanged. There is

no reason to give a preference to one frame or the other,

therefore we average the results obtained in the two frames:

c = c1 = C(vD, - yDQ)/2 (16)

3) RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THE DATA

For the numerical evaluation of the backward cross section

and tensor analyzing power we employed the Reid's hard core wave

function [16] for the S and D state wave functions of the

deuteron. The pp-»TTd amplitude, f(pp-^Ttd), was constructed

using the partial wave analysis between threshold and 810 MeV of

Osaka-City-University group [17].

The pion-nucleon coupling constant has been well determined

in other reactions, and its numerical value is G /4 = 14.6. The

results for the backward excitation function are compared with

data in fig. 4. The two curves correspond to the two solutions

of the partial wave analysis, called S and D by the Osaka-City-

University group [17]. Both solutions account fairly well for

the general shape of the bump in the cross section, although the

quantitative agreement of D solution seems better. The curves

stop at T p =810 MeV, where the input data for constructing f(pp

terminate. At the high energy end of the theoretical

calculation both solutions fall with energy more steeply than the

experimental data. This fact might suggest that a different

subprocess begins to contribute to the backward pd elastic

scattering.

The calculation for T 2 Q is shown in figs. 5 and 6. In fig.

5 data from refs. 13 and 14 are reported, while in fig. 6 the

same data of ref. 13, analyzed with different criteria, are shown

(ref. 18, not yet pulished). The difference between the two sets

of data stems from different assumptions on the primary beam

polarization [18, 19]. On the average, data of fig. 6 are

shifted upward by about 15% with respect to those of fig. 5.

Here S and D solutions account for the general trend of the

measurements of refs. 13 and 18, but D solution is clearly

favored. Shape and position of the dip centered at T a* 300 MeV

are fairly well reproduced. Also the second structure,

positioned at T ~ 700 MeV, which is stressed by the authors of

ref. 13, although of not very great statistical relevance, is

hinted at by the D solution. It should be pointed out, however,

that the rise in T2Q shown by both solutions toward T = 800 MeV

may be due to the lack of some high angular momentum wave in the

partial wave analysis of ref. 17.

4) CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have observed much better agreement between the

experimental data and the theory than we had expected. The

essential difference between the present calculation and the

previous ones consists in imposing the T invariance on the

triangle amplitudes. Besides this point we have simply tried to



write down the spin amplitudes corresponding to figs. 1 and 2.

There are, however, still ambiguities in treating the internal

momenta. The procedure in appendix E cannot be justified by the

Peynman rules.

No parameters appear in the model. The only uncertainty

comes from two possible solutions of the pp -s re d amplitudes. We

may use the pd -^ dp process to supply new information to the pp

-̂TttJ partial wave analysis. The T2Q of pd -̂  dp clearly favors

the D solution. This solution is considered to include two

dibaryons S2(mass, Jp) = B2(2.17, 2*) and B2<2.22, 3") as

intermediate states (fig. 7).

We have used the pp -*7t d partial wave amplitudes. They are

expected to be very similar to the real amplitudes and to include

many possible mechanisms like the A N intemediate state.

Therefore our triangle amplitudes automatically include diagrams

such as that of fig. 8.

APPENDIX

In this appendix some formulae helpful in the evaluation of

the amplitudes are assembled.

*• ]2r + m = m t u(m(p) u(a\p),

B. In the rest system of the deuteron (see fig. 1)

* tf/m, Jq

10

where

v d

C. If the deuteron moves very slowly, its vertex function is

related to the nonrelativistic wave functions as

where Q( and B in the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients represent the

spins of the states v and u respectively.

Q = p - d/2 ~ p

D.

where,are Pauli spinors, andA

In the rest system of the deuteron we may employ the

approximation E^ Si m La the above formulae.

E. • p 2 = (m + T, ip2) n = (m + T, -p)

In the rest system of the target deuteron we may replace Tfi by

T . Then we get



Here p_ and £ are defined in the text.

G.

where we use the formul
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1 - The one nucleon exchange graph for pd —* Jp.

FIG. 2 - The one pion exchange (triangle) diagram for dp —• dp.

FTC. 3 - N-n exchange in the u-channeL The triangle graph is a special case of

this diagram.

FIG, ft - pd -*.t dp cross section as a function of incident proton kinetic energy.

Solid line: one nucleon exchange; dashed line: S solution of Ref. (17); dotted

line: D solution of Ref. [17). Data points are from Refs. (1-5).

FIG. 5 - T** measurements from Refs. (13,1^). Solid line: one nucleon exchange;

dashed line: S solution of Ref. (17); dotted line: D solution of Ref. (17).

jFIG. 6 The same theoretical resuJts presented in Fig. 5 are compared to T-Q

measurements from Ref. (IS).

PIG. 7 - s-channel dibaryon exchange in the pp —*xd reaction.

FIG. 8 - A possible intermediate mechanism already included in the partial wave

amplitudes employed in the present calculation.
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